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Chip discovers mirror writing in Mirror Island and helps to find
buried treasure on a magic key adventure. Biff, Chip and
Kipper Stories is one of the most popular character series of
all time. The Level 6 stories are full of humour, drama, rich
language and storylines to engage and motivate children. The
popular characters and a mixture of familiar settings and
exciting adventures are brought to life by Roderick Hunt and
Alex Brychta. Each book contains inside cover notes to help
adults read and explore the content with the child. Teaching
notes on Oxford Owl support independent reading, guided
reading, writing, and speaking, listening and drama activities.
This Read with Biff, Chip & Kipper Collection contains 4
carefully levelled books for children who are getting ready to
read. It includes two Level 1 Phonics books which introduce
the alphabet and letter names, as well as letter sounds and
letter shapes; and two Level 1 First Stories books introduce
first words and develop early reading skills.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree which is
used in 80% of primary schools. This Read with Biff, Chip &
Kipper Level 2 Collection is great value, containing 4 books in
1! It includes the stories Funny Fish, The Snowman, I am
Kipper, The Dog Tag, Cat in a Bag, and It! Level 2 First
Stories have been specially written to introduce and practise
a range of key everyday words and to develop early reading
skills through simple stories. Level 2 Phonics practise sounds
and letters, just as children learn to do in school, with the help
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This collection focuses on
individual letter sounds and combining those sounds to read
simple words and sentences. These engaging stories include
tips for reading together and for talking about the story,
puzzles and fun activities. Written by Roderick Hunt and
beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta, they are the perfect
introduction to learning to read! This seri
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree which is
used in 80% of primary schools. This Read with Biff, Chip &
Kipper Level 1 Collection is great value, containing six stories
in one book! It includes a predictive phonics sequence, The
Red Parrot, Can You See Me?, The Pet Shop, The Headache
and Who Did That? The Level 1 First Stories are specially
written to introduce and practise a range of key everyday
words and to develop early reading skills through simple
stories. The Level 1 Phonics strand has been specifically
created to practise sounds and letters, just as children do in
school. This collection focuses on a sequence of predictive
letter sounds followed by a phonic story that focuses on
combining sounds to read simple words and sentences.
These engaging stories include tips for reading together and
for talking about the story, puzzles and fun activities. Written
by Roderick Hunt and beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta,
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree which is
used in 80% of primary schools.This pack includes four
Phonics storybooks and four First Stories at Level 5.Read
With Biff, Chip and Kipper Phonics storybooks have been
specially written to allow children to practise their letters and
sounds as they do at school. Level 5 practises various
spellings of long vowel sounds such as 'ai' as in wait, game,
stay. The First Stories have been specially written tointroduce
and practise a range of everyday key words and story
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level include: very, so, away,
thought, pulled, faster, must, suddenly, must, looking, find,
must, looked. The stories are slightly longer at this level to
increase reading stamina and fluency. Thrillingplots, familiar
characters and carefully levelled text create the perfect
combination to build children's confidence and enjoyment of
reading.Each book includes practical tips and ideas puzzles
and fun activities. This series also provides essential support
for parents through www.oxfordowl.co.uk
http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk. Visit the Oxford Owl for practical
advice, all you need to know about phonics and lots of fun
activities and freeeBooks. With plenty of support available
inside the book and online phonics practice at home has
never been so fun or so easy!
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends are older now and their true
destiny is about to be revealed. Join them as they embark on
the mission of a lifetime! In Book 7, The Time Runners, the
TimeWeb is finally up and running and the children are
training to fight the Virans. But a trip to Ancient Rome makes
it clear that there is still lots to learn. Time Chronicles is a
series of fun and accessible first chapter books that are
perfect for moving your child on from picture books to longer
stories. Each book in the series is an exciting story in its own
right, as the children fight to save the world from the evil
Virans. The books are carefully levelled to boost the
confidence of the child, whilst also introducing more vibrant
and interesting vocabulary. They are perfect for keeping the
attention of all children with fast paced action, lots of
authentic historical facts and cool gadgets! Set in a real
historical time with characters from the past, these books are
packed full of extras including questions, his
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. Over 5 million copies of the series sold in the
UK alone since 2005. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree
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schools. Level 2 First Stories
have been specially written to introduce and practise a range
of key everyday words. Fun plots and carefully levelled text
create the perfect combination to build children's confidence
and enjoyment of reading. Key words at this level include: he,
she, was, said, go, no, had, on, Dad, got an, got, ran, it These
four engaging Biff, Chip and Kipper storybooks include tips
for reading together and for talking about the story, puzzles
and fun activities. Written by Roderick Hunt and beautifully
illustrated by Alex Brychta, they are the perfect introduction to
learning to read. Level 2 Phonics stories are also available to
introduce letter sounds and practise reading by sounding out
words, as children learn to do at school. This series also
provides essential su
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 2 First Stories have
been specially written to introduce and practise a range of
everyday words and to develop children's early reading skills.
These four engaging and colourful Biff, Chip and Kipper
storybooks include tips for reading together and talking about
the story, puzzles and fun activities.
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends are older now and their true
destiny is about to be revealed. Join them as they embark on
the mission of a lifetime! In Book 2, Beyond the Door, the
children are on the other side of the magical doorway, inside
the Time Vault. Mr Mortlock, the Time Guardian, explains
their new mission to save the world from the evil Virans. The
children must find the pieces of an ancient time travel
machine, the TimeWeb, which are hidden in history. They
must be quick to find them before the Virans do! Time
Chronicles is a series of fun and accessible chapter books
perfect for moving your child on from picture books to longer
stories. Each book in the series is a thrilling story in its own
right, as the children fight to save the world from the evil
Virans. The books are carefully levelled to boost the
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attention of all children with fast paced action, lots of aut
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree which is
used in 80% of primary schools. This Read with Biff, Chip &
Kipper Level 2 Collection is great value, containing 4 books in
1! It includes the stories Silly Races, Dad's Birthday, The Red
Hen, Tip Top, The Fizz-Buzz, and Less Mess! Level 2 First
Stories have been specially written to introduce and practise
a range of key everyday words and to develop early reading
skills through simple stories. Level 2 Phonics practise sounds
and letters, just as children learn to do in school, with the help
of Biff, Chip, Kipper and Floppy. This collection focuses on
combining sounds (single letters and letter pairs) to read
simple words and sentences. These engaging stories include
tips for reading together and for talking about the story,
puzzles and fun activities. Written by Roderick Hunt and
beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta, they are the perfect
introduction to learning to read! T
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. Over 5 million copies of the series sold in the
UK alone since 2005. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree
which is used in 80% of primary schools. Level 2 First Stories
have been specially written to introduce and practise a range
of key everyday words. Fun plots and carefully levelled text
create the perfect combination to build children's confidence
and enjoyment of reading. Key words at this level include: he,
she, was, said, go, no, had, on, Dad, got an, got, ran, it. In
this exciting story Biff, Chip and Kipper go for a picnic! This
story includes tips for reading together and for talking about
the story, puzzles and fun activities. Written by Roderick Hunt
and beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta, they are the
perfect introduction to learning to read. This series also
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First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper introduce your child
to new situations through entertaining and sensitively written
stories. Each story is packed with facts and humour, making
them perfect for reading together. Do you have a pet? In this
story Biff, Chip and Kipper worry when Floppy has to go to
the vet.
Read with Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. Over 5 million copies of the series sold in the
UK alone since 2005. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree
which is used in 80% of primary schools. Level 1 Phonics
have been designed to practise basic phonics skills with the
help of favourite characters Biff, Chip, Kipper and Floppy.
These essential phonics concepts form the basis of basis of
children's reading and writing skills. Level 1 includes four
exciting and colourful Phonics books, which focus on: - Letter
sounds and letter shapes - The alphabet and letter names Combining sounds to read simple words - Reading simple
sentences for meaning. Each book also includes practical tips
and ideas for you to use when you reading with your child
and fun activities, such as matching, spot the difference and
mazes. Beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta, these colourful
and engaging Phonics books are the perfect introduction to
learning to read. This series also provides ess
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree which is
used in 80% of primary schools. This Read with Biff, Chip &
Kipper Level 2 Collection is great value, containing 4 books in
1! It includes the stories Mum's New Hat, Picnic Time, A Yak
at the Picnic, A Man in the Mud, Win a Nut! and The Bag on
the Bus. Level 2 First Stories have been specially written to
introduce and practise a range of key everyday words and to
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through simple stories. Level 2
Phonics practise sounds and letters with the help of Biff,
Chip, Kipper and Floppy. This collection focuses on
combining sounds (single letters and letter pairs) to read
simple words and sentences. These engaging stories include
tips for reading together and for talking about the story,
puzzles and fun activities. Written by Roderick Hunt and
beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta and Nick Schon, they
are the perfect introduction to learning to read! Thi
First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper introduce your child
to new situations through entertaining and sensitively written
stories. Each story is packed with facts and humour, making
them perfect for reading together. In this story Kipper helps
his friend to get ready for the arrival of a new baby in his
family. What do you know about babies?
'Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 1 First Stories' have
been specially written to introduce and practise a range of
everyday words and to develop children's early reading skills.
This engaging and colourful Biff, Chip and Kipper storybook
include tips for reading together and talking about the story,
puzzles and fun activities.

Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's bestselling home reading series. It is based on Oxford
Reading Tree which is used in 80% of primary
schools. Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 2
Phonics storybooks have been specially written to
allow children to practise their letters and sounds as
they do at school. Fun plots, familiar characters and
carefully levelled text create the perfect combination
to build children's confidence and enjoyment of
reading. Level 2 practises single letter sounds like 'f'
and two letters that make one sound such as 'ff' and
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combining those sounds to read simple one and two
syllable words. These sounds are introduced at
Level 2: s a t p i n m d g o c k ck e u r h b f ff l ll ss j x
y z zz. Each book includes two stories as well as
practical tips and ideas for you to use when you
reading with your child and fun activities. This series
also provides essential support for parents through
www.oxfordowl.co.uk . Visit the Oxford Owl for
practical advice, all you need t
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's bestselling home reading series. It is based on Oxford
Reading Tree which is used in 80% of primary
schools. Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 2
Phonics storybooks have been specially written to
allow children to practise their letters and sounds as
they do at school. Fun plots, familiar characters and
carefully levelled text create the perfect combination
to build children's confidence and enjoyment of
reading. Level 2 practises single letter sounds like 'f'
and two letters that make one sound such as 'ff' and
combining those sounds to read simple one and two
syllable words. These sounds are introduced at
Level 2: s a t p i n m d g o c k ck e u r h b f ff l ll ss j x
y z zz. Each book includes two stories as well as
practical tips, ideas and fun activititesfor you to use
when reading with your child. This series also
provides essential support for parents through
www.oxfordowl.co.uk. Visit Oxford Owl for practical
advice, all you need to know abo
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Ever wondered what Biff, Chip and Kipper's real
names are? Who is in the same class as Biff and
Chip at school? Who is Kipper's best friend? Who
likes playing with Floppy? Help your child find the
answers in this great value pack! As well as the Fact
File, which is an exciting guide to theworld of Biff,
Chip and Kipper, the pack also includes helpful tips
for parents, and a fun poster with stickers for your
child to complete and build confidence as they work
through the pack. There are also two Level 2
phonics stories, which enable children to practise
their letters and sounds justas they do at school, and
two Level 2 first stories - motivating stories which
help new readers practise reading everyday words
and develop vocabulary. These are ideal to
complement the books your child is starting to read
at school.Part of Read with Biff, Chip and Kipper the UK's most popular home reading series.
Biff, Chip, Kipper and friends are older now and their
true destiny is about to be revealed. Join them as
they embark on the mission of a lifetime! In Book 5,
The Power of the Cell, Wilma, Nadim and Kipper are
reunited, but are tricked by some Virans into thinking
they are their friends. How will they gain control of
the Cell - and will all three of them make it back
through the doorway? Time Chronicles is a series of
fun and accessible chapter books perfect for moving
your child on from picture books to longer stories.
Each book in the series is a thrilling story in its own
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right, as the children fight to save the world from the
evil Virans. The books are carefully levelled to boost
the confidence of the child, whilst also introducing
more vibrant and interesting vocabulary. They are
perfect for keeping the attention of all children with
fast paced action. Set in a real historical time with
characters from the past, these books are packed
full of extras including questions, historical fact files,
'Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 2 First
Stories' have been specially written to introduce and
practise a range of everyday words and to develop
children's early reading skills. This engaging and
colourful Biff, Chip and Kipper storybook include tips
for reading together and talking about the story,
puzzles and fun activities.
My Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Kit has been
designed to provide fun practice and support in line
with the new National Curriculum, for children aged 6
and above. Three workbooks and a set of flashcards
provide lots of spelling and grammar practice, and a
reward chart with stickers helps to build your child's
confidence.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 3 First Stories
have been specially written to introduce and practise
a range of everyday words and to develop children's
reading skills and confidence. These four engaging
and colourful Biff, Chip and Kipper storybooks
include tips for reading together and talking about
the story, puzzles and fun activities.
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Read with Biff, Chip and Kipper Phonics & First
Stories: Level 2: Funny Fish and Other
StoriesOxford University Press - Children
First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper introduce your child
to new situations through entertaining and sensitively written
stories. Each story is packed with facts and humour, making
them perfect for reading together. Have you ever had to go to
the hospital? In this story Chip hurts his leg training for a
football match.
This Read with Biff, Chip & Kipper Collection contains 4
carefully levelled books for children who are getting ready to
read. It includes two Level 2 Phonics books which practise
sounds and letters; and two Level 2 First Stories introduce
first words and develop early reading skills.
This Read with Biff, Chip & Kipper Collection contains 4
carefully levelled books for children who are getting ready to
read. It includes two Level 1 Phonics books which introduce
letter sounds and practise reading simple words and
sentences; and two Level 1 First Stories introduce first words
and develop early reading skills.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 1 Phonics have been
designed to introduce concepts which will form the basis of
children's reading and writing skills. These four exciting and
colourful Phonics books focus on: · letter sounds and letter
shapes · the alphabet and letter names · reading simple
words and sentences.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. Over 5 million copies of the series sold in the
UK alone since 2005. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree
which is used in 80% of primary schools. Level 1 Phonics
have been designed to practise basic phonics skills with the
help of favourite characters Biff, Chip, Kipper and Floppy.
These essential phonics concepts form the basis of basis of
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skills. Level 1 includes four
exciting and colourful Phonics books, which focus on: · Letter
sounds and letter shapes · The alphabet and letter names ·
Combining sounds to read simple words · Reading simple
sentences for meaning. Each book also includes practical tips
and ideas for you to use when you reading with your child
and fun activities, such as matching, spot the difference and
mazes. Beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta, these colourful
and engaging Phonics books are the perfect introduction to
learning to read.
First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper introduce your child
to new situations through entertaining and sensitively written
stories. Each story is packed with facts and humour, making
them perfect for reading together. In this story Biff, Chip and
Kipper are very excited about going on a plane. Join them on
their adventure!
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's best-selling home
reading series. It is based on Oxford Reading Tree which is
used in 80% of primary schools. This pack includes four
Phonics storybooks and four First Stories at Level 2. Read
With Biff, Chip and Kipper Phonics storybooks have been
specially written to allow children to practise their letters and
sounds as they do at school. Level 2 practises single letter
sounds such as 'k' and 'f', and letter pairs which make one
sound suchas 'ck and 'ff'. The First Stories have been
specially written to introduce and practise a range of everyday
key words. Key words at this level include: he, she, was, said,
go, no, had, on, Dad, got an, got, ran, it. Fun plots, familiar
characters and carefully levelled text create the perfect
combination to build children's confidence and enjoyment of
reading. Each book includes practical tips and ideas puzzles
and fun activities. This series also provides essential support
for parents through www.oxfordowl.co.uk. Visit the Oxford
Owl for practical advice, all you need to know about phonics
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support available inside the book and online phonics practice
at home has never been so fun or so easy!
This Read with Biff, Chip & Kipper Collection contains 4 fun
storybooks which have been carefully levelled for children
who are gaining confidence as readers. It includes two Level
6 Phonics books which practise sounds and letters, and two
Level 6 First Stories to introduce new words and develop
reading skills.

First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper introduce
your child to new situations through entertaining and
sensitively written stories. Each story is packed with
facts and humour, making them perfect for reading
together. In this story Kipper has his first swimming
lesson -will he like it at the pool?
First Experiences with Biff, Chip & Kipper introduce
your child to new situations through entertaining and
sensitively written stories. Each story is packed with
facts and humour, making them perfect for reading
together. In this story Kipper doesn't feel well, so
Mum takes him to see the doctor.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's bestselling home reading series. It is based on Oxford
Reading Tree which is used in 80% of primary
schools. Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 2
Phonics storybooks have been specially written to
allow children to practise their letters and sounds as
they do at school. Fun plots, familiar characters and
carefully levelled text create the perfect combination
to build children's confidence and enjoyment of
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reading. Level 2 practises single letter sounds like 'f'
and two letters that make one sound such as 'ff' and
combining those sounds to read simple one and two
syllable words. These sounds are introduced at
Level 2: s a t p i n m d g o c k ck e u r h b f ff l ll ss j x
y z zz. Each book includes two stories as well as
practical tips, ideas and fun activititesfor you to use
when reading with your child. This series also
provides essential support for parents through
www.oxfordowl.co.uk. Visit Oxford Owl for practical
advice, all you need to know ab
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's bestselling home reading series. Over 5 million copies of
the series sold in the UK alone since 2005. It is
based on Oxford Reading Tree which is used in 80%
of primary schools. Level 1 First Stories have been
specially written to introduce and practise a range of
key everyday words and to develop early reading
skills through simple stories. Key words include: I,
and, it, is, no, on, get, got, go, up, Mum, Dad. These
four engaging storybooks include tips for reading
together and for talking about the story, puzzles and
fun activities. Each book contains two stories to
enjoy together. Written by Roderick Hunt and
beautifully illustrated by Alex Brychta, they are the
perfect introduction to learning to read. Level 1
Phonics books are also available to provide practise
of letter sounds and reading simple sentences as
they do at school. This series also provides essential
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support for parents through www.oxfordowl.co.uk.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 1 First Stories
have been specially written to introduce a range of
key first words and to develop early reading skills.
These four engaging and colourful Biff, Chip and
Kipper storybooks include tips for reading together
and talking about the story, puzzles and fun
activities. Each book contains two stories.
Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper is the UK's bestselling home reading series. It is based on Oxford
Reading Tree which is used in 80% of primary
schools. Read With Biff, Chip and Kipper Level 2
Phonics storybooks have been specially written to
allow children to practise their letters and sounds as
they do at school. Fun plots, familiar characters and
carefully levelled text create the perfect combination
to build children's confidence and enjoyment of
reading. Level 2 practises single letter sounds like 'f'
and two letters that make one sound such as 'ff' and
combining those sounds to read simple one and two
syllable words. These sounds are introduced at
Level 2: s a t p i n m d g o c k ck e u r h b f ff l ll ss j x
y z zz. Each book includes two stories as well as
practical tips and ideas for you to use when you
reading with your child and fun activities. This series
also provides essential support for parents through
www.oxfordowl.co.uk . Visit the Oxford Owl for
practical advice, all you need
This Level 3-4 Phonics Activity Book practises
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sounds and letter groups for long vowels through fun
activities, colouring and sticker activities.
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